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Calendar

Wednesday, May 1
6:30—Corporation XV Monthly Dinner Meeting, Durgin Park & Co.
9:00—Course Y-A. From, Longwood Towers.

Undergraduate

T. C. A. COMPETITION

The T. C. A. announces that there are several positions open for fresh- men and juniors in the organiza-
tion. Competition is now being run for the Membership of the T. C. A. In-	erested please call at T. C. A. office.

TECHNICHE

The Techniche are now being redesigned in the Main Lobby and will be continued until the end of this term. If any one has any suggestions or ideas that they would like to see in the Techniche, please call at the office. All suggestions will be welcome.

TYPOGRAPHY LOST

A four-bank Underwood Portable

PSYCHIATRY EXPERT ADDRESSES FACULTY

"The Legal Aspects of Psychiatry" was the subject of the quarterly address in the series on "Mental Health and Stress", given before the Faculty Club at luncheon meeting in the North Hall of Walker Hall Monday noon. The speaker was Doctor Whiffet Overholt, Assistant Professor of Medical Psychology, University of Illinois, and Director of the Division for the Psychiatric Education of Prisoners, which is under the State Department of Mental Hygiene. Doctor Overholt has had much experience in the examination and treatment of mental condition of prisoners. This recent belief that the crime of a man is the result of an abnormal mentality is increasing in popularity and may be the crux of the crime question in this country.

CORRECTION

The following is a list of additions and corrections to the list of nominees for class offices that was published in last Monday's edition of THE TECH.

The name of Robert B. Simonds, nominated for Institute Committee for Class of 32, should read William B. Simonds.

The name of W. Stevenson nominated for Secretary of Class of '31 should read Benjamin W. Stevenson.

Richard M. Stewart was elected from the list of nominees for Secretary of the Class of '31.

The name of Joseph B. Paul for President of the Class of '32 should read Joseph B. Paul for President of the Institute Class of '32.

In addition, the name of E. L. Kroll of the Treasurer Department should be added to the list of those elected to the Alumni Society of the paper.

ENJOY THE SPRING SOCIAL SEASON

Lowest Rates

U-DRIVE AUTO RENTAL

6 Belvidere Street

Boston

Jordam-Marsh Company

Why two pairs of trousers?

—often it saves taking an extra suit

on that short trip. We are offering a new lot of two-tscreened fancy westered suits at $38.50.

 SPECIAL

TWO SENIORS WILL ADDRESS THE A.I.E.E.

(Continued From Page 1)

of the Froats Drive. This paper as
well as the first is to be followed by
a discussion of both articles by the students present.

The society follows the rules adopted by the Institute of various members. As a feature of this dinner each boy gives his year,
age, present school, and college. For expressed preference, for Technology, Orville B. Dennis, Jr. led the boys in a line song for the Institute.

CLASS OF '11 HOLDS INFORMAL BANQUET

Orville B. Dennis '11 president of an informal dinner held by members of his class in the Faculty Dining Room of Walker Memorial, last Friday evening at 6:30 o'clock. There were present a large number of students, many of whom are themselves members of various classes. The speaker was Mr. Dennis in an informal talk on the subject of "Our Pioneering Work Has Just Begun."